Hello Everyone !
I am Tejshri M. Gavhane one of the student of Bharati Vidyapeeth’s college
of Engineering Lavale, Pune. I did my Engineering in mechanical engineering
department. When I entered into the department I have got many practical
things to learn.
As department has well established labs, experienced faculties, various cocurricular and extra co-curricular activities, Industrial visits, Industrial expert
lectures, Internship Assistance. As we know there is need of to feel gap between
practical things and theoretical things, our department always provide such
programme to encourage the students.
The internship cell provide various industries for internship to maximum
students and also arrange industrial expert lectures which gives actual scenario
of industries.
I did my internship in Mechatol solutions regarding design of various
mechanical system. Which gives us knowledge about optimum design, selection
of materials, design calculations.
Such internship programme builds lots of confidence in every students to get
placed individually.
Now, I am working in a Astron valvetech Pvt. Ltd. Which is a core mechanical
company. I am working as a quality engineer trainee. This is possible due
support of our department and all the faculties who always provide proper
guidance about such activities.
I would like to thank our principle sir Dr R. N. Patil , HOD of Mechanical
Engineering Department Prof. S. R. Patil sir and all the faculties who always
guide me whenever I required.
Thank you so much.!

My name is Sumit Kumar. I am a student of Bharati Vidyapeeth's College of
Engineering Lavale Pune completing my Engineering in the field of Computer
Science.
Internships are very important for each and every student as it gives exposure to
them in corporate world. It also make them independent and their ability to
think out of the box also improves.
I really want to thank to Internship Cell of my college to provide me the
opportunity to work with big tech companies like *JP Morgan, Deloitte,
Microsoft* in their project.
Our Internship Cell not only provide me opportunity for Internship but also
helps me in getting Scholarship from *Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook,
Intel and Nutanix* in the field of Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence,
Android and Cloud Computing which are highly demand technologies.
It have really helped me to understand the working environment and help me to
improve my personality and attitude towards life.
Thank you so much for these opportunities

Hi, my name is SAHIL PATEL currently studying in BE Mechanical
Engineering so I did my internship at MERCEDES BENZ and it was my best
days of working at a such a great company. So basically, I was a project intern
at the Quality department and was work was basically to unpack the seats of
cars which used to be shipped from USA and CHINA. Make check list and send
it to the respective countries that shipped the seats. Every day we used to have
meetings about the previous day, what work was completed by each employee,
any problems faced the blue people, solving the problems is any, and giving
presentation to the all the GM’s.
I would like to thank my college to grant me 2 months of time to experience the
industry work and work under such a great company.
The internship cell is doing an amazing job in providing the students the right
platform to experience the actual work that is needed in the industry currently.
Lastly I would like to say that internship should be done by each and every
student so that he/she gets to know the real work done in the industry..
.

Hello Everyone !
Myself Kajal Paliwal. I completed my internship at Soiltech India Pvt.Ltd.
Interning at Soiltech has imparted me with cross-cultural skills and qualities,
providing me with greater knowledge and understanding of corporate world. I
established newfound confidence in myself and my abilities strengthening my
career development.

